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Good evening everyone. Thank you for sharing your time with me this evening. I look forward
to sharing with you some things some of you have heard before, as a matter of fact, some of you
did some of it, but you quit doing it - even though it was working because you thought that you
heard of a better, easier way. I’ll explain what I mean by that in a few moments.
Over the next couple of weeks, what we are going to do is go through a lot of concepts and ideas.
In this business there are basically three very important ideas. The first is to learn how to prospect, the second is to learn how to recruit and the third is to learn how to train the people you
recruit.
Ladies and gentlemen, learn those three things well and you got it. You win the game!
I’ve seen a lot of changes in our industry and our company over the past 10 years ...and personally I don't think the timing could be any better now than it has ever been for you and I to do
extremely well.
Will there be challenges?
Of course, but with every challenge there are more rewards. It’s the Law of Nature. Learn how
to deal with the challenges in the market place and you can make millions of dollars.
In 1997, 98, 99 and 2000 you saw more and more people in our industry and our business running to the internet. Now don’t get me wrong, I love the internet, the potential of what it can
do for our business is just phenomenal.
But what happened is the people quit doing the basics of our business thinking they could sit
home behind a computer screen and get rich.
I have spent countless hours on the internet and I truly believe it has the potential to help us all
but if you forget about the basics of our business, you are really missing it.
The internet is an addition to the foundation that this industry was found on. It is not “instead
of”. The internet is a wonderful tool, but it is not the magic bullet of prospecting, recruiting and
training.
Yes, I have used the internet for prospecting, I’ve even recruited a couple people that way. I've
use the internet for presentations and training but folks, I am here to tell you, that is not how
Jennifer and I built the foundation of our business. We have all got to get back to the basics of
this business.
Let me share a couple things with you. First, take out a sheet of paper and draw a large baseball
diamond on it. You can use this for note taking. Now, label First Base - Prospecting. Folks,
prospecting is not recruiting. You all have heard of the Gold Rush. The gold rush produced
what were known as prospectors. And what did they do? They panned for gold by looking, by
sorting sand through a screen.
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Well prospecting is finding people to talk to. It is not recruiting - That is second base and a
whole different training.
I love this industry, I love seeing people change their lives and realize there dreams, I truly love
the personal development, I love working with all the personality types. I love learning leadership. But you know what, we have to have a group first. It is like trying to learn Algebra and
you haven’t learned how to add yet.
I’m certainly not saying don’t learn new things, like techniques, etc. I’m certainly not saying
don’t attend the Success Institute. There are home-runs being discussed there. What I am saying is that you could be one of those people that could hit a ball a mile, but if you run to third
base, your are out.
Now I want you to hear what I am saying because the name of the game is First Base. You
have got to figure out how to get our products and income opportunity in front of people every
single week in a predictable and consistent basis - Where you know they are coming in every
single week. That is the name of the game. That’s first base.
That is what these calls are about. Ways to keep your funnel or pipeline full. The second step
is 2nd Base or Recruiting— and the 3rd is Training and Leading your group.
Folks, I know people that have been in our business for years that haven’t got 1st base down
right yet, mostly because they are spending all their time and energy working on 2nd and 3rd
Base.
I’ve seen it where a person goes to work and sponsors 7, 8, or 10 people and all of a sudden
they turn into a mother hen. They feed and diaper and huddle around their little group…. Come
-on - It is time for Next, Next. You got to bring in a lot of people into this program. 4 to 10
people personally on a monthly basis and you can build an empire that will serve you and your
grandchildren.
Now I will tell you, most of the people you bring in the beginning, your are going to kill. You
are going to louse it up, you will run them off. All of us kill a few. I’ve killed my share believe
me. Just know that you are going to mess up—but that’s OK. Get some people and then you
can get better at treating them the right way.
First Base folks. This is the business and that is what we are going to talk about.
OK, first thing I want you to do is pull out another piece of paper and write a number on it between 500 and 5000.
Now some of you put 500 down, some of you put 1000, some 1500, some 2000, some 5000 and
lots in between.
Ok, here is the deal. Mike Jackson comes to you and says, as soon as you have exposed your
number (lets say you wrote down 2000), as soon as you have exposed 2000 - Now some of you
are asking, well what do you mean by “expose.” Well that means you have went to them and
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they watched the DVD, or they went to an online presentation, or they went to a conference call
with you or you have did a one-on-one with them or you have got them on a 3-way call with an
upline. You have exposed them to the business.
Well Mike Jackson says to you, as soon as you have exposed 2000 people to this business, Vollara will add an additional $10,000 in month cash flow to your budget for the rest of your life.
So, as soon as you did the 768, or the 1420 or the 4000, or whatever your number is, we are going to pay you $10,000 minimum cash flow for the rest of your life.
It doesn’t matter who said “yes.”
It doesn’t matter who said “no.”
It doesn’t matter who said “that won’t work.”
It doesn’t matter who buys.
It doesn’t matter who don’t buy.
Who likes it, who don’t like it,
It just doesn’t matter because as soon as you have done your number, the $10,000 is waiting for
you.
How quick could you do it? How many would wait for this conference call to be over. You tell
me that all I got to do is expose 4125 people … buddy I’m out the door. 500 DVDs will be out
this weekend.
Get out of my way— MOVE. Man I would be so fired up I couldn’t stand it.
Ladies and gentlemen, our business changed when that concept went from my head to my heart.
I had heard Mike Jackson talk about this before but it didn't go from my head to my heart until I
heard Jim Rohn talk about it as the key note speaker at one of our conventions.
He talked about the Law of Averages. Folks, it changed my outlook on prospecting. From that
point on it didn’t matter because I understood I was willing to do my number and more importantly, I understood I had a number, I just didn’t know what it was yet.
Now a few of you are wondering what in sam-hill is Clendenin talking about. Well, if we all
went up to the top of the empire state building and jumped off, how many of us are going
down? How many are going to float up? We are all going to go down - right! And the reason being is the Law of Gravity.
The Law of Averages says if we went out into the market place and our whole approach was to
walk up to someone and say, “You wouldn’t want to join a network marketing company, would
you. Eventually, someone is going to say, “Well maybe I would, what company are you
with?”
Do you understand? If you go out and do it again, eventually somebody will say, “Well maybe
I would, what company are you with? Folks that is the Law of Averages.
And we fight it. I fought if for years. I could not understand why my uncles and aunts, my
brothers, my mother, my friends, people who were stuck in a dead end job didn’t see it. Why
don’t they understand. What’s wrong with these people.
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Well I finally figured out “It just doesn’t matter. It is the Law of Averages. This business is
numbers. He who gets through the most people, she who gets through the most people —
WINS. That’s the business. It is like a big funnel, and all we have to do is start putting people
in the top of the funnel.
And there is going to be a certain number that come out the bottom. The problem is we don’t
put enough in. Once we get to where we are putting enough in and we have 4 to 10 that are
coming out the bottom every month, we are going to be a super star. I promise you - I guarantee it. I’ll bet my next three paychecks on it. Anybody who gets 4 to 10 people falling out the
bottom every month consistently will be a super star.
So you see, the name of the game is for us to figure out, how to get people in at the top of this
funnel. The Law of Averages says that you put this many in the top of the funnel, there will be
a certain amount that will come out the bottom.
Chances are those that are coming out the bottom, it was just the right time in their life. We
can’t control it. I use to think I could control it. I used to set at someone’s table and wouldn’t
leave until they gave me $35 for their Dealer Kit. Next day they would go to work and someone would say “BOO” and they were gone. It was over. I just wasted everyone’s time.
We are looking for people who are looking for us.
How many franchises do you believe sold today? How many people are going to get involved
in some stupid business today. How may people are going to spend several thousand dollars so
they can grow earth worms in their basement?
You see what I am saying. Lord knows I’ve sent away for my share of packages. Every stupid
business that’s out there when I was looking, I sent away for it.
They are still advertising today. “They all laughed when I said I was going to make a fortune
cleaning carpets.” You all seen that one. (That is a great headline by the way.) How about
SMC, selling little trinkets made from China at the flea market.”
Man, I’ve sent away for everything and there is people spending money on that. And it is not
going to give them time freedom or a 6-figure income.
So that’s where we are folks. This business is not that difficult when you quit worrying about
Uncle Paul and Aunt Jean. Leave them alone. Love them but leave them alone. If you really
want them in your business, put them in your CWT file (we will talk about that in call 4)
The name of the game is sorting through people. If you can put enough people in the top of
your funnel to where you have 4 to 10 dropping out every month, it’s over, the game is won.
You got First base!!!
Now some of you are getting upset because you are sponsoring people but you can’t get them to
do anything. Well that is 2nd and 3rd based and a different training. But this evening, you
have got to understand that most people never get past 1st Base. You get enough people in your
funnel and most of 2nd and 3rd base will start taking care of itself.
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Now here are some stats or Law of Averages you need to know. 40 a month in - 4 to 10 out.
You get 40 going into your funnel every month and in 12 months everyone in Vollara will
know who you are. You will be a super star!
On the other hand, get 2 great ones in, cuddle and change their diapers, and then if they bail out,
you are out of the game for a month and a half.
You can only win the race with the horse that is ready to run. Quit worrying about the others.
Our prospecting training will be focused on bringing people to you, to get your phone to ring. I
have found it much easier to call someone who has asked me to call than to cold call. I believe
most people think that way too. Here are a couple tips in that regard.
Phone # Your ads should not have your home phone number in them Let a voice mail box pick
up the responses. The voice mail box should say something like: Thank you for responding to
our advertising campaign. Please leave your name, address, phone, email address and one of
our representatives will get back with you as soon as possible.
It is not time to sell products, or our Vollara income opportunity. It is time to prospect. Don’t
try to go to 2nd base without going to first base first.
Over the course of these training calls I will be talking to you about how to create fresh responsive leads in your own backyard. We will cover ways that Jennifer and I built the foundation of
our business which has now expanded to over 100 Sales Managers in our organization. I will
cover such proven techniques such as Drop Cards, Car Signs, Mini-Billboards, Welcome Wagon Sponsorship, Small Classified Ads, Auto Sun Shades and License Plates, Bulletin Board
Flyers, Library Book Promotions, Trades Shows, Local Fax Blasts, Toll Booth Promotions,
Door Hangers, Postcards, Local Cable TV ads, On Screen Movie Theater ads, Zero Cost Mailing ideas, Buttons, Street Walking, Voice Mail Drop, Sticky Notes on Automobiles, Sizzle
Cards, Press Releases, the Fish Bowl technique, and a few more. All of which are very low
cost and designed to get your phone to ringing thus avoiding the dreaded “Cold Call”. Ok, lets
go on to the first technique.
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Drop Cards
I absolutely love this tool. If you never sponsored a person, I promise this tool will
give you a ton of laughs. Imagine taking these to Vegas and spreading them out in
the casinos!
You simply spread these out, folded. They are very realistic looking and are legal because they are not the size of a normal $100.00 bill. However when they are folded
you simply cannot tell the difference.
These are one of the best marketing tools I have found, and I highly recommend
them. People will not throw them away!
My friend Master Manager Jack Small in Kentucky was the first entrepreneur that I
first witness using this method to prospect.
If you would like a free sample and ordering information, send me an email or call
me at (877) 515-4433
Without question, if you only add this one tool to your advertising campaign you will
create leads and sponsor people!
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Car Signs
I never will forget in the late eighties when I was first introduced to network marketing driving down the Interstate and it seemed like every other car had a HerbaLife, "Lose Weight Now, Ask Me How" bumper sticker!
I remember Johnny Carson making a joke during his monolog at this time, saying
"It is now official, every man, woman and child on the planet is a HerbaLife distributor". Mercy, they had it going on, and as a member of another weight loss
MLM at the time, I certainly wasn't too thrilled about it!
We have all seen the Mary Kay decals in back windows of automobiles. Shaklee
also used window decals at one time. I am not sure, maybe they still do.
I have seen many distributors from various companies use magnetic door signs as
well.
This method makes sense. How many distributors do you have to sponsor in a
year to cover the $40.00 - $60.00 cost? Of course with every method we teach the
more people in your community that use THE SAME car signs, the more potential
prospects will be curious to what your program is all about.
I cannot stress this point enough. YOU AND YOUR DOWN LINE MUST USE
THE SAME SIGN. If everyone is unified you will all have much more response,
simply because the more people see it, the more curious people will want to know
what it is all about.
Vollara Mac has magnetic car signs. You may also want to take a look at
www.webdecal.com
Make sure they read the same thing. Another example:
Make More Money From Home
(973) 854-6944
www.YourHighwayToSuccess.com
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Mini-Billboard (Pole Signs)
To the best of my knowledge, HerbaLife started this trend back in the mid nineties and it
continues today.
Here is the effect you want to have.
All of the sudden people wake up and go
through their basic routine except one thing
has changed.
YOUR SIGNS ARE EVERYWHERE!
If you are going to use this method, you must create that kind of effect or, don't waste
your time! The more signs that suddenly appear the more likely curiosity will drive
them to call you. You and your local organization should blitz your town together, all
on the same night. You must totally saturate your community, neighborhood or town.
The goal is to place as many signs possible in the smallest concentrated area possible.
Important tip - Pay very close attention and make certain to saturate the area around
the factory, or corporate offices of the largest employer in your neighborhood or community.
We are here in Melbourne, FL. We got Harris Corporation nearby and of course we
have Cape Canaveral just up the road. I want to make certain that every stretch of road
leading to these places, from every direction is saturated with our mini-billboards.
In the summer there is a pro-baseball team that have their training camp here. During
those few weeks the population of the town grows with people traveling in to watch
their exhibition games. Again, I want to make certain that every stretch of road leading to the training camp stadium is saturated with my mini-billboards.
Another very important point. Make certain that your phone number or website address is BIG AND BOLD and easy to read.
These mini-billboards are not expensive and like all advertising methods, one good
Dealer can pay for every penny of advertising you do for the rest of your marketing
career! Here is an example:
Overweight?
I lost 22 lbs in 7 weeks, safely,
finally!
Call me to find out how!
Your local number
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Welcome Wagon Sponsorship
The easiest person in the world to schedule an appointment with is someone who is new in the community and wants to meet people and make friends.
My wife Jennifer was a Welcome Wagon Sponsor for about a year. She got customers and ended up
sponsoring a lady. Her and her family moved from Ohio to our area. He had taken a job with Harris
and she was a schoolteacher that didn't want to continue teaching.
Jennifer called her to welcome her to the community and offer her a free In-Home trial of our air machine. This was long before we had all the consumable products that we have now.
With the Vollara products we have now, I would offer the Welcome Wagon prospects a bucket full of
samples, especially the EcoH. Remember, when people move into a new home, one of the first tasks
they perform is a major cleaning.
Today I would drop off the bucket of samples for a week and then go back and take orders. You might
invite them to a nutrition luncheon and a business opportunity presentation.
It’s a great way to keep in front of fresh local prospects each and every month. You can contact the
Welcome Wagon sponsor in your area to get the details. Back then the sponsor would visit every new
family and give them a bag of goodies from local merchants along with discount coupons and certificates. Back then our gift was a free In-Home Air Machine trial. Today I think I would use a small bottle of EcoH and instructions on the different ways you could use the product.
Each month the sponsor would send us the names and addresses of the families she had visited and left
her goodie bag with. If I remember right, we paid about $1.50 per name and address.
Again, just one new Dealer could pay for every nickel you spend on this promotion and a whole lot
more!
You must get it firmly in your mind that any promotion that works for others will work for you. The
secret is to not quit. The former schoolteacher sponsored into the program during our second year of
being a Welcome Wagon sponsor. What if we had stopped this promotion after the first three or four
months because we were just barely breaking even or even losing a little money?
Unfortunately that is what I see so many Dealers doing today. They don't give PROVEN SYSTEMS
time to work. I see this over and over again. If they aren't rich in a couple of hours then it is on to
something else. It is sad, very sad. They seem to never realize that the problem is not the system; the
problem is the person who is half-heartedly trying to learn the system.
You have to have patience with yourself, understand that over time you will become better and develop
new skill sets. To stop in the middle of a PROVEN system or program and blame the system, saying
"It doesn't work" is like trying to argue with the law of gravity. It makes no sense. Who was it that
said, "I have discovered the problem and it is I"
Understand that YOU MAKE YOU SUCCESSFUL, not products, marketing plans or systems. You
can have the greatest recruiting systems in the world, but if you don't properly implement them, it is not
the systems fault!
Welcome Wagon can make you thousands of dollars if you have the patience to follow up quickly and
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Small Classified Ad in Your Local Paper
If I asked you if you have ever run a classified advertisement for our products or business opportunity
in your local paper, I am almost certain your answer would be yes.
If I asked you if you run a classified advertisement in your local paper each and every week, I am almost certain your answer would be no.
Let me say it again. Consistent effort doesn't always create consistent results, but it always creates Success.
Back in my Watkins days, one of my local distributors noticed that a lot of people would ask him about
specific products after seeing his Watkins decal on his car. It seemed that 90% of these people were
one time Watkins customers who had lost contact with their distributor. Well, he decided to run this
simple advertisement in our local paper.
WE HAVE WATKINS PRODUCTS! 321-123-4567
It cost him about $6.00 a week and over time he sold hundreds of dollars worth of products. I can not
tell you how many times some one was traveling down 1-95, got off to stay over night at a Melbourne
motel, picked up a local paper, read his add and were thrilled to find someone who can bring them a
bottle of Vanilla or their famous Black Pepper.
You need to run an advertisement of some kind in your local papers EACH AND EVERY WEEK.
The longer they see your advertisement the more likely they will eventually call.
I would recommend something like:
I teach people how to operate a profitable business from home.
Call xxx-xxx-xxxx to see if you qualify.
I teach people how to make $51,000+ per year; part-time on the Internet.
Call xxx-xxx-xxxx
Melbourne couple wanted to develop home, based business for multi-million dollar corporation. Six
Figure income potential. To see if you qualify .. Interview Online now at
www.YourHighwayToFreedom.com
Tips: Except in some extreme cases I always recommend classified advertising over display advertising in newspapers.
Think about it. Most of us have trained our eyes and our mind to not even focus on display advertisements. We can read the entire paper and not name one display advertisement in the entire paper.
However people that read the classified section actually READ the advertisements. We have tested
this numerous times over the years and it is not even debatable. CLASSIFIEDS GIVE YOU MUCH
MORE BANG FOR YOUR BUCK!
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More Tips on Classifieds: Our best results were running the ads on Sunday only. Classified
Employment or in the Business Opportunity section. Weekly Residential papers are best. See
many examples in the appendex. Expect 2% - 5% response (30 calls from one good Sunday
run in a major daily.) This can be expensive but very productive. You will have to wade
through the tire-kickers and job hunters. Don’t quit too soon.
Your Header Here
Int’l marketing company expanding on the west coast (wherever you choose) seeking someone
with experience in teaching, public speaking, or who has owned operated a business. Fax resume to : xxx-xxx-xxxx or send to : your address
Leader Wanted - National marketing group expanding in the XXX area. Looking for someone
who has owned or operates a business, or has experience in marketing, teaching or public
speaking. Send resume to xxxx.
Is Your Job Secure? - Seeking working partner to build local marketing team. Professional
with experience in marketing or training or public speaking to work with same.
Call xxx-xxx-xxxx
Worried about your retirement? - Seeking working partner to build local sales team. Professional with experience in sales/training and/or marketing to work with the same Can you pass
the test? www.YourHighwayToFreedom.com

You do not want the ad responses calling your home. I suggest having an 800 number and
voice mailbox to answer response calls. Cost is nominal, as little as $5/m plus per minute
charges, which can range from .10 to .30 per minute. Lots of plans available. On any 800# you
must have at least a 45-60 second outgoing message. Otherwise you cannot record a meaningful message for your callers. The 800# can ring right into the voice mailbox. When people call,
they hear your friendly telecommercial, and if they’re interested, they’ll leave their information.
Here is a sample telecommercial: Hi! I’m glad you called. No one’s here right now but let me
give you some preliminary information. My name is ______, and I’m part of an expanding
marketing team. We market cool-upscale -patented/health - (whatever you want to say) to consumers, like you and me. And, we set people up in business all over the country to do the same
thing. Like real estate brokers and security sales companies (like Merrill Lynch), the company
we represent pays us overrides on the organization we recruit and train. Plus we earn on our
own marketing efforts. We’re expanding our network and looking for a friendly, ambitious person to lead the new team. Public speaking and training is part of the job. If you think this is
something you could do, leave your name, area code and phone number and a good time to call
you back. We’ll call you back in a day or so - so we can see if there might be a match. We’re
especially interested in someone who has experience working with teams, and who is willing to
do what it takes to make it big - with us, using a proven system of recruiting and training.
Please spell your name to make sure we get it right. Here comes the beep….
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Auto License Plates
If you drive a nice car, and you combine this method with #1 the $100 drop cards, you have a real
winner.
Imagine a $100 Bill that when you open it up says drive the car of your dreams. I haven’t always
done so, but I have always liked driving nice cars. I have owned probably 45 cars since I was old
enough to drive. There are several reasons for that which I am not going into all of them now.
I know you don't want to hear the story about how I totaled my car at age 16 with only liability insurance and had to hitchhike and work and payoff my beautiful almost new Volkswagen Beatle while
making bank payments.
Oh my goodness what a terrible memory!
From a business prospective, People see what you drive; they don't know where you live. I have always believed that a nice car is a good investment when you are in a building mode.
If you lease a car through your company it also can become a very nice tax deduction.
Multiple license plates on nice automobiles in one community will create curiosity. Those of you that
drive nice cars, or the latest model of an unusual car, know that they always draw a crowd. Our third
Bonus Car was a bright red Lincoln Navigator. I couldn’t come out of a gas station without a crowd
around my car.
Do you all remember when the first PT Cruiser came out. It would actually draw a bigger crowd than
a Dodge Viper. I wonder why? Think about it. That is a training in itself. The reason a PT Cruiser
would draw a bigger crowd than a viper is because it was so new and unusual looking for one. However the main reason at between $16,000 - $21,000 most people knew that they could probably drive
that car if they wanted. They BELIEVED it was possible for them. Most people cannot believe they
could ever drive a $75,000.00 Dodge Viper.
What the mind can conceive and believe it can achieve. One of the reasons most people don't get
involved in Vollara is they don't believe the lifestyle and residual income could happen for them.
A nice looking license plate on a eye catching car will have people asking "What is that" as they point
to your license plate. I have had it happen and yes, we have used are car to create leads which ultimately became Dealers within our organization.
SIDENOTE: I have never done this, but have thought about it on several occasions. I believe the best
thing you could do if you drive a "conversation" type of automobile is to have a photo business card
done of you standing in front of your car (an Vollara Bonus Car of course).
Have the statement "You can drive the car of your dreams, I do and I can teach you how" Then direct
them to your website or a sizzle line. Always carry these cards in your purse or wallet and never fill
up your car again. GO GET $5.00 worth of gas daily. You will be able to get rid of a 1,000 business
cards and create dozens of new prospects very quickly. Example:
Committed To Providing A New Life
Vollara International
And Long Lasting Relationships
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Auto Sun Shades
I never will forget pulling into the parking lot of the civic center in Orlando, Florida and feeling
like I was at the Super Bowl.
It was a hot summer day and the parking lot was full of cars with license plates on the front,
magnetic signs on the doors, and sun shades in the front windshield advertising the companies
various products.
It was quite a site, and one that has been burned into my memory.
Sun Shades is a great idea. Use them. I don’t think Vollara Mac offers Sun Shades. If they
don't perhaps you could consider a second profit center, Car sunshades for the Dealers of Vollara.
They are a great $20.00 investment. It doesn't take many calls from potential customers to recoup your money, especially if you are advertising a "Hot" retail product that appeals to the
masses like weight loss.
HERE IS A COMPANY THAT OFFER ADVERTISING AUTO SUN SHADES, AND I AM
SURE WITH A LITTLE RESEARCH YOU CAN FIND SEVERAL MORE.

http://www.AbsorbentPrinting.com

Make More Money From Home
(973) 854-6944
www.YourHighwayToSuccess.com
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Toll Booth Promotion
Unfortunately, you may be one of millions of people that have to drive through one or more tollbooths
on a daily basis to and from your job or place of business.
If you don't and you have a downline organization of any size, rest assured many of your downline
members will fit into this category, so make certain to share this idea with them.
Imagine, driving up to the toll both and the toll both operator says:
"Your toll was paid by the car in front of you and they asked me to give you this CD"
You of course want to have your name, phone, email and or website address on the CD.
Would you have to listen to the CD - ASAP?
Of course you would! - And so will your prospect!
What do you think would happen if you handed out 40 CD’s a month this way?
Would you sell your products?
Would you sponsor a few people?
Would you create more hits to your website?
Folks, recruiting is ALL NUMBERS, pure and simple.
We are all looking for the right people at the right time in their life.
If you want to test this method, make sure you take advantage of Monday! Without question people
or more open to opportunity on Monday than any day of the week!
It is a fact that over 1/2 of the heart attacks occur on Monday.
I heard it said one time that people would rather die than go to work. I think that is a little drastic,
however without question, when people are facing a long week especially on a warm spring day, the
idea of FREEDOM and LIFESTYLE can sound very good.
One final thought if the car behind you is an old rusted out Volkswagen van with flower power stickers all over it, you may want to pass. It is always a good idea to glance in your rear view mirror.
Also, if you don't regularly go through a tollbooth, remember this idea when you travel. Between
Melbourne and Orlando that we go to from time to time, I know that I am going to go through 4 tollbooth.
That gives me the opportunity to get 8 CD’s or brochures in the hands of prospects. When you travel
your car should always be loaded with brochures, drop cards, billboard flyers, mini billboards, DVD’s
etc.. anyway!
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Trade Show Booths, Job Fairs and Malls
This is a great way to get all of your organization together, have fun and create
an awesome amount of leads.
In Florida we have numerous Trade Shows and Mall shows. We have done relatively well at Trade Shows but utterly miserable at Mall shows. That is not to
say Mall shows don’t work, because The Dyers, the Sullivans, the Rosses in KY,
& WV have had outrageously successful Mall Shows. And of course, other
Vollaraers across the U.S. are doing well too.
You can literally create hundreds of fresh local leads over a weekend. You can
sell products or our business opportunity - either one or the other, never both at
the same time. The main thing you want to do is gather names. Oh, before I
forget, you definitely want to get the business card from every merchant there.
A good approach would be to go to him or her and say something like, “Hi, say
listen, I wasn’t able to register in time for this show, maybe next time. Do you
think my product would do well in a show like this? Of course his question
back to you is going to be, “Well I dunno, what is it?”
Of course you don’t puke all over him, just tell him it is an high tech environmental product in high demand. Give me your business card and I’ll send you a
brochure.” Then you are off to the next booth.
TIPS:
Make your booth look good with an Vollara banner and lots of literature.
I recommend having a small TV with DVD on your table and depending on
what kind of Trade Show it is, depends on which of our DVD’s should be playing. This is a tremendous way to draw extra attention to your display.
The team working the show should dress professionally or wear our Vollara logo
attire.
ALWAYS, ALWAYS have a drawing for a nice gift or product assortment, this is
how you will obtain the majority of your leads.
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Try to get literature and or samples in everyone's hand, remembering that your ultimate goal is to have them register for your FREE DRAWING!
Get out from behind your table, smile, and greet people.
REMEMBER YOUR PRIMARY GOAL IS TO CREATE LEADS. Yes, you will
make product sales, but this is not your #1 priority.
Depending on the type show you are doing, at the shows we have done, it has
been our experience the 1st thing they ask is “Does this work?” and then the
second thing they ask is, “Can you make any money?”.
Well, the best answer for “Does this work? is “Well, it worked for me and thousands of others, if it doesn’t work for you, we have a 100% money back guarantee.”
And the best answer for “Can you Make any money?” is: If you got a DVD
playing (and you should have), say, “Look at what these people are saying!”
You see folks, if you say it, they doubt it, but if somebody else says it, they
believe it. Did you ever notice that is especially true with relatives.
While I’m at it, let me interject this. Any bulletin board you go by, you should
stop, look and ask yourself, who on this bulletin board is a prospect for your Vollara business? Then jot down the pertinent information in your Spiral Notebook
which I’m sure all of you have adopted by now, ...or at least you should have.
Just remember, your number one thing at a Trade Show is to get the data - name,
address, phone number and email address.
You can call these people back and say, “I’m sorry, you didn’t win ________
(what ever your drawing was for), but you did win our 2nd prize.
What’s your second prized? The 2nd prize is you get $10.00 off of _________.
Now, how many 2nd prizes do you have? You have one for every person that
registered for the drawing. Everybody is a runner-Up.
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Fax Blast
This is a very effective, but often over looked way to generate LOCAL LEADS! There are numerous
companies within the market place that can provide you with Fax List of Opportunity seekers within
your local area code. There is also software that can automate this process for you.
I know some marketers who simply purchase a list and pay their child a few "tax deductible" dollars
an hour, to simply fax their promotional flyers.
This is especially effective if you precede a company event. If Mike Jackson is going to Des Moines,
Iowa, you direct your promotion to Des Moines.
Folks, I built a major portion of our business doing just this one technique. It is a concept that has
been around a long time called Follow The Leader.
Vollara posts the meeting schedules of the corporate meetings around the US too. Well back when
Bob didn’t have a website, he used a Fax-On-Demand system. Well what I would do is stay out in
front of Bob. In other words, if he was going to do a meeting in Denver, CO, I would target areas
around Denver with my Fax Blast and Direct Mail. I would promote Bob’s event to get people to
come to hear the story. Folks, events is where people get touched. Lives are changed at events.
Yes, you must build locally, do everything you can to build across the street before you prospect
across the county, but the point is, you should set aside a certain amount of your time and budget to
promote events.
You can capitalize on more people at an event than anywhere else. There is an aura in the room, especially when there are walking talking testimonies.
A lot of people attend events, and many of them are setting there trying to justify why they can’t do
this business. That is why I like for everyone to know our story. If I can do it, you can do it. True
testimonies take people’s excuses away. Someone walks across the stage that take the excuses away.
Your promotional pieces should have testimonies in them.
Here is a tip you will want to do with your fax blasts and direct mail. Take a black felt tip pen and
across the corner in relatively large letters, write “This is the seminar I was talking about”, MC.
(or whatever your initials are). If your fax has this on it, the people will read that and “they will think,
Who is MC, aaaah what seminar?” Now they are going to read it. These kinds of creative ideas
will increase your odds.
There are companies that will do this fax blasting and email blasting for you. Some companies have
local fax numbers of business opportunity seekers.
http://www.faxbroadcastingservice.com
http://www.protus.com
http://www.broadfax.com
Make certain that you also include removal instructions on your fax. I recommend that you simply
run this number into a voice mail machine.
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Door Hangers

Example

Do you have children, grandchildren or kids
in your church that need to raise money for a
mission trip?
PUT THEM TO WORK!
Later on we will talk about creating your
route.
Door hangers are a great way to create leads
in your local market for your products and/or
our business opportunity.
Companies like USA Today Newspaper and
Dominos Pizza have created millions of
dollars in new customer revenue with just
this one promotional method!
My suggestion would be a product flyer with
a coupon on the back with a $5.00 off our
weight loss product.
Most local printers can also supply them for
you. Serious Vollaraers always develop a
good business relationship with their printer.
TIP - If you offer a coupon, and I recommend
that you do, you will want to get a red stamp
which says offer ends on: and place a date 3
-5 days out from the date you know the door
hanger will be placed on the door
This creates a sense of urgency and will up
the number of responses you receive by at
least 35%.
Here is a website that you may want to view.
www.doorhangers.com
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Quick Review of Week One
All ads should run into a voice mail system. One of the reasons is so you can set down and talk
to 6 or 7 at a time, get rid of the first one quick and get your attitude right. That’s the way to do
it.
The business all comes down to numbers. It doesn’t matter how lousy you are now, you are
going to get better the longer you are in the business. After about a year, you won’t be able to
recognize yourself. You will have developed a lot of skills.
So keep in mind when you first get started, it doesn't matter how lousy you are .. The more you
do it, the more comfortable and simpler it becomes. It becomes fun after a while. But the reality is, it is all numbers. We are all looking for the right people at the right time of their life.
Everyone on the call, there would be a time in your life where you would have NOT considered
being involved with Vollara. But somehow, some way, somebody contacted you when the timing was right.
What a lot of people do is try to make the timing right in people’s lives. We can not control
that. My philosophy is, if I don’t sponsor them now, I will sponsor them later, if they are someone I want. I also understand about 70% of the people I talk to, I don’t want them in my organization. The only reason I would consider sponsoring them is because they might know somebody I do want. The reality is most of the people you sponsor are not the people you want but
they know the people you want.
In reference to the $100 Drop cards I told you all about last week. Do you want to have some
fun. Take your $100 drop card and put it in a coke machine where the $1.00 bill goes. Watch it
go back and forth trying to accept the $100 Drop card. Now go off and watch people come by
the coke machine. You think that will get somebody’s attention. The curiosity will be unbearable. Somebody will pick it up. Have fun, be creative. It will reward you handsomely.
Let’s talk for a moment about How Do You Prospect For People
I was prompted to do this series of calls months ago when someone ask me, “James, How Do
You Prospect For People?, that's the "Insiders Secret" we really need to know.”
Well folks, if you are asking that, then this series of calls could be worth $10,000 or a
$100,000.00 or even a million dollars to you.
I told you if you got one good idea out of these calls, it would pay you back thousands. I've
done many of the things I’m telling you about for years, from marketing vitamins to phone services, from service certificates to gold jewelry, in 19 years I've found lots of things that worked
for either me or someone I knew, but I am going to start this call with one that Works EveryTime With Anybody. I told you this business was simple .... so my advice is to keep it simple!
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You need to know that I am forever trying "new sayings" and "approaches", but I always come
back to this one, it's worked for 19 years. Yes, I try "new ones" and they often work, so always
be open for new ideas and approaches. You use what works best for you! Always be open!
The best ideas are yet to come! I've been in the network marketing arena for 19 years and I
learned about 10 years ago, again about 5 years ago, and again in the last six months, that I don't
have all the answers. You see, I know I am not infallible or the final answer, just the basic starter.
One that always works for me is the one I learned many years ago .... it is:
DO YOU KNOW ANYONE OR OF ANYONE WHO WOULD LIKE TO EARN AN EXTRA
$500.00 OR AN EXTRA $1,000.00 A MONTH?
Now write that down, paste it on your bathroom mirror, paste it on your desk or kitchen table and
paste it on the dash of your car .. ... . it always works!
Folks, unfortunately, very few get any second chances in this game of life and business. So my
advice to you would be to go out ready to eat bear-meat ...raw. Go out and meet people, get
excited and get turned on to our products, our opportunity and to life in general
Here is a factual point: You are in the business of helping people to become successful. Please
REMEMBER THAT! Never, never get involved in selling anything. Change your thinking to be
someone who SHARES and you'll see bonus check go up!
Now you need to know this - you may have to contact 6, 10, 20 before you find 3 or 4 who are
people serious about our business and want to BECOME COMMITTED TO THE PROGRAM
AND TO YOU! Learn that “no's” are part of any business!
Develop a new attitude in you of HELPING PEOLE and then people will want to help you. Turn
the table, think different and then the difference will COME TO YOU.
COVER THE WATERFRONT FOLKS! Don't pass anyone, from the richest banker in town to
the janitor. The approach is always the same. TELL THEM YOU NEED HELP! Tell them you
are excited about the PART-TIME opportunity that Vollara is offering and that YOU NEED
HELP! Ask them all the same question:
ASK THEM IF THEY KNOW ANYONE WHO WOULD LIKE TO EARN AN EXTRA
$500.00 OR AN EXTRA $1,000.00 EVERY MONTH ON A PART TIME BASIS
Just about everyone knows someone whom this fits and most times that someone is themselves.
You see in this approach, you never mention product and you are not out pushing anything ....
You are asking a question requesting help... this works! ..... it will work 8 out of 10 times. QUIT
SELLING & START SHARING, keep it simple, work it on a steady basis and you'll START
WONDERING WHERE ALL THE PEOPLE COME FROM.
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The hardest part is sponsoring your first 2 or 3, after that, you will find it relatively easy to get
4, 10, 25, 30 and so on .... It takes time but the dividends are "a shock" to the imagination.
You might want to check your downline and see if most people never got anyone, or just got
one or two; you then know you went on a "recruiting spree vs. a sponsoring magic"
You can REVERSE IT RIGHT NOW. Today is the "first day of the rest of your life", it's never
too late to start over. Sponsor and train instead of just recruiting.
After doing other things, at the ripe age of 48, I started OVER AGAIN in Vollara .... and in a
few short months I was in the MEGA-INCOME BRACKET. If a kind of over the hill and in
the "benediction of his life" can do it, you others with the "vim and vinegar" can go far past me.
In Vollara, the "BIG MAN" or "BIG WOMAN" has not been sponsored yet!
It could be a 70 year old or a new 18 or 20 year old, who "take instruction and soar past us all"
in this business.
All it takes is the ability to be TRAINABLE and then give it 6 months to a year.
Unfortunately, most people quit before they ever start!
Why?
"They did not have proper training and instructions." It's not their fault, it is the fault of the
sponsor and the way the sponsor was trained or I should say, “not trained.” That's one of the
reasons these calls are taking place. .... to TIME LEVERAGE and give those you sponsor a
chance at the “big time.”
Know this, most people you sponsored never had a chance. They were never told about the real
business of network marketing and then trained. New people, never make this mistake, - old
people, you need to CHANGE YOUR WAYS and "CHANGE YOUR LIFE.
Zig Ziglar has made popular this saying: "See you at the top". The "joy of reaching the top"
comes for sure .... if you take instructions and change your approach.
Don't conform, always transform and go against the employee-job security trend and find real
success and security. "Folks, it's within and not without."
Someone asks, “WHO SELLS THE PRODUCT.” That's simple, always remember the one
rule in Vollara. USE THE PRODUCT. You must let the Product Become Part Of You. When
you do, you're on the way to success ... product movement then becomes automatic .... but
you've got to learn order and DO FIRST THINGS FIRST.
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Now don't misunderstand and misquote me .... there's nothing wrong with sales and retailing .....
sales and retailing is great! It will make you mega-bucks. It will take in lots of money.
I am just trying to "show you" that you don't have to make lots of sales to be a success in this
business. It’s time we kill myths that defeat people before they begin.
Here is another FACTUAL-POINT: The idea in life in Vollara is not "selling the world", it's
just to go and sponsor your friends, relatives and acquaintances, get them to use the product,
and train them right and then they build the 2nd generation with your help and the training that
is available. .... and then the 3rd generation and so on, is built on a rock solid foundation, not
on sand that erodes away!
IF YOU CAN COUNT TO THREE, YOU CAN THEN COUNT TO NINE and so on, but you
first have to start counting to one, then to three and so on.
You can BUILD YOURSELF AN EMPIRE FOR YOU & YOURS. RICHES & WEALTH
ARE WITHIN YOUR REACH! Yes, it will take time, but the payoff is there beyond your
dreams. Make a plan, execute the plan, and let no one turn you back. Do it part-time, one step
at a time, then in time, you can become full time.
Don’t pay any attention to the HOT-SHOTS. You start the spiritual way and you succeed in the
natural, start with "small beginnings", build it on a solid rock and not sand, build it with
PROVEN METHODS BY PRO’s , not those 1 or 2 year "flash in the pan" boys. Get this training in the hands of every new sponsored person, get other training materials, never stop learning, let the PRODUCT BE-COME PART OF YOU, and you become part of the product
Start with PROVEN METHODS, but at least start!
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Week 3
Different Strokes for Different Folks
One of the first keys to charting your course to financial freedom is to adjust to Vollara. People have to get use to a different way and means of thinking about life and a total different way
of doing things.
This applies to the housewife or the super salesman, things are done differently in Vollara, that
is, if you want to succeed. That’s why so many fail after the first 6 months or so, they were
never educated about what is really happening.
It’s easy, if you “empty your cup” so you can be filled. The true, successful Vollaraer walks to
a different drum. Walk it and succeed, pay this no attention and you will just get by or worse
yet, you might fail.
Factual Point: In Vollara the product gets used by all the Dealers or business owners as we are
now called. Some of the products are used by non-business owners.
Vollara is a large network of Users and Sharers, who basically bring in other users and sharers.
Most people in Vollara use the product and move the product on a regular basis, and train others to do the same.
The first 30 days are the key-days for most people who sign up. You get them inspired and
moving in the first 30 days or they are gone forever.
The first step is to get them some inventory and acclimated in company policies, then you start
teaching them product knowledge and prospecting methods. You then will want to help them
with on the job training by getting some of their people sponsored in as soon as possible. Get
them anchored in quick with either some product sales or people sponsored or you will lose
them.
You must also change their dependency bias. Now this may be somewhat difficult for most
because we have been programmed from birth to be an employee. This is where you start
changing their thinking.
You were educated from birth to be dependent upon parents, teachers, boss, and it continues
and continues.
This is a shocker to your system, I know. It took me years to learn it - it will take you and
those you sponsor time to change your thinking from Dependency to Independency. It starts
with the first step on the journey to success. You are on the way if you are listening to this CD
or Tape or reading this. So I congratulate you.
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Just keep these facts in mind. Your world was and is created by your teachers who are all employees. This of course has had a major effect upon your independence.
Unfortunately, the employee syndrome make us security minded more than future independence minded.
Most people in your background were employees, family, teachers, preachers, etc… you were
dependent upon them and their thinking.
I am not saying this is wrong per se, - I spent a good part of my life in the salary trap as an employee, but all those people who basically formed our thinking - their feelings, beliefs, attitudes
tend to be totally directed to the view point of an employee.
Consequently, we tend to think in terms of: Job Security, but there is no such thing! (ask the
guys at Ford and GM Motors).
We think in terms of Benefits that can leave with a stroke of a pen. We think in terms of
Raise—Sick Leave— PayDay and it goes on and on.
Those words are in the permanent thoughts of 98% of the American people and it leads only to
the Salary Trap. Think on this folks and you’ll see why we must change our thinking.
The only true Free Person is the financial free and intellectually free Self-Employed man or
woman. He or she depends upon “no Man or job. They only depend on themselves and their
God. This is the true job security, benefits and payday.
Ok, I thought I would give you a little heads up as to the categories all these new people you
will be bringing into the program will fall into.
After 19 years in the in industry, the last 10 being with Vollara, it seems to me we have three
types of people. The first one are the Social Clubbers. These people love to come to meetings
and events and socialize. Let me give you some advice. Love these people, support them, but
don’t get caught up in their daily aches and pains. You just are not going to have the time.
The second types are the Hobbyist. They do Vollara as a hobby. They buy a few products and
every now and then, they even sell one or two—but as any of you all know that have a hobby, it
is not a money making proposition. You just enjoy doing it occasionally.
Then there are the Serious Business Builders. These people generally want a career change and
will do what ever it takes to make it happen. They will only compose about 5% or less of your
organization but that is plenty to make you and them very wealthy.
Ok, before we go into tonight’s training, lets do a little recap.
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Folks, these calls are designed to help you prospect with proven techniques to get your phone to
ring. That is the name of the game. If you want to go to the top of Vollara, you get 40 local
people going into the top of your funnel each and every month. 12 months of 40 people going
in to your funnel with 4 - 10 dropping out the bottom every month and I guarantee you, you
will become one of Vollara’s superstars. Every one in Vollara will know who you are.
As we discussed previously, you will want to run your ads and promotions responses into a
voice mail. Then you schedule a time when you will set down and make your call backs. You
are going to want to make 6 - 12 call backs at a setting.
And, you will want to schedule them between 6 - 10 PM (unless of course the voice mail message the suspect left stated a particular time to call them back.
Now, the first call you will want to get out of the way FAST. I.E.
You: Why did you respond to our ad?
Prospect: I’m just curious.
You: We are not looking for curious people, we are looking for serious people. When you get
serious, give me a call. You’ve got my number, have a good evening. Bye.
Now some of you are thinking, well that’s kind of short and cold. Well folks, you have got to
know that you have the gold. They are the ones with the 9 - 5 job. You have only so much
time and you want to spend it with quality people.
You want to get that first call out of the way fast and get your attitude right.
Believe me, if you are not ready for them, people will run all over you. If you let that happen,
you’ll get discouraged and think this doesn’t work for you.
Also remember, if you go to 3rd base on this call, you are out. Meaning if you try to sell them
products or recruit them, you have blown it and you’ll loose them. People want what they can’t
have. So keep the curiosity factor high throughout the process.
Now if on the other hand you ask them, “Why did you respond to our ad?” and they say something like, Well, I need to get a 2nd job to make some more money, or I may be getting laid off,
or something like that, now you are talking to someone worthy of your time.
Now also keep this in mind. “He who asks the questions, controls the call.”
So after you ask “Why did they respond to your promotion, and they give you the right answer,
your next question should be something like, “Tell me a little about yourself, do you have any
business experience, any sales background, any management. What do you do now?
...Then let them sell you on them. Your next statement, if they sound like they are someone you
may want on your team, should be something like, “So first name, based on what you’ve told
me, I would really like to take you to the next step. I’d like for you to learn more about our
company.
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And then you take them to the next step.
Now, what is the next step.
Well, we are talking about local prospecting so I believe the next step should be a one-on-one
presentation.
Yes, it could be conference call, or an on-line presentation, or a DVD, but I truly believe a oneon-one is your best bet.
Belly to belly is how we set our foundation for our Vollara business and I believe you will find
that is exactly how all the big hitters built their foundation. There is a lot to be said for enthusiasm and being able to look someone eye to eye in building a long lasting relationship.
My advice, until we get the new DVD Mike Jackson has done on the 7 P’s of presenting, would
be to get yourself a copy of the DVD “How To Present The Vollara Opportunity” and watch
that several times. Take notes and then practice it adding your own personality and stories to it.
If for whatever reason they can’t meet with you in the next 48 hours, and they seem very interested or try to ask questions like, can’t you tell me more about it over the phone - I would say
something like, “I got a DVD that covers it in detail, certainly better than I can over the phone,
what’s your address? ...or you might want to take them to the Mike Jackson’s overview call at
(800) 481-3181. After the call, test the waters, ask them something like, “Ok, Bill, on a scale
of 1 - 10 with 1 being not interested and 10 being I am ready to get trained, where do you see
yourself?”
If they are a 7 or above, you need to take them to the next step. If they are a 5 or 6, you might
ask, “Well what would it take to make you a 8 or 9 ?
Ok, let’s move on to our next technique on our schedule.
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Library Book Promotion
This is a great idea and it is 100% tax deductible. How many Dealers do you have in your organization.
How many public libraries are there within a 30-mile radius of their home?
There are 18 public libraries within a 30-minute drive of my home here in Melbourne, Florida.
Of course this number will vary depending on each community. Some people who live in rural areas
may only have one, others who live in heavy populated cities could have 50 public libraries within a 30
-mile radius. Quite possibly if you have 50 people in your downline, there are potentially hundreds if
not thousands of libraries within driving distance of you and your downline organizations homes.
DONATE A BOOK TO EACH ONE OF THEM!
In the back & front and somewhere in the middle of each book place a sticker or have a rubber stamp
made that says something like this:
For More Information about home business opportunities in the Melbourne area contact:
James Clendenin
Www.YourHighwayToFreedom.com
(321) 254-6567
What kind of book do you donate?
Obviously, one that talks about the power of network marketing.
I recommend: “The Greatest Opportunity In The History Of The World” by John Kalench
This book is available at Vollara Mac. Another good one is “Who Stole The American Dream? By
Burke Hedges.
These are great books, which explains the power of our industry as well as any I have ever read.
Choose a book that speaks to you. Obviously when someone checks the book out of the library, they
have qualified themselves as an excellent prospect for our business.
The person that shared this idea told me that during the whole year only 3 people checked out her book,
but one of them called her and went on to become the top producing distributor within her organization
in only 7 months, earning her thousands of dollars in monthly residual income.
I would say that is worth a tax deductible $10.00 donation, wouldn't you?
Now, while you are there, take some of your business cards, go to the personal development section and put your one of your business cards in the middle of the books.
Also, along these same lines, there is a thing called “Reverse Shoplifting”. This is where you take
a book like Doug Jackson’s “Fish Food”, put your stamped information in 3 or 4 places throughout the book, and place the book in the business section of the library.
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Local Cable TV Advertising
Many Local Cable TV stations offer scrolling classified advertisements at very
reasonable rates.
Find a proven classified advertisement that has produced for you or an upline and
simply test it on your local cable TV station.
TIP
Pay attention to seasonal and holiday promotions.
If you use TED, our weight loss product, around April or May you may want to
start advertising with a headline that reads something like.
BATHING SUIT WEATHER IS ALMOST HERE, ARE YOU READY?
If you do the Skin Care you may want to advertise during the first week of
February with a headline that reads something like:
Give her something "Special" for Valentines Day this year ... she will love you
more!
Get the idea?
Sometimes current events can be used with your advertising as well.
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Product Displays in Businesses
I believe that if you do business with a local merchant, they should be willing to
do business with you.
Tasteful product displays on the counter at retail establishments can create a significant amount of revenue and leads for your business.
Your ultimate goal should be to sponsor the business owner after you have developed a small customer base for them.
Here are some good suggestions for your product displays.
Dry Cleaners
Beauty Shops
Gifts Shops
Tire Stores
Barber Shops
Tanning Salons
Car Washes
Etc.
These are all great places for your displays.
Don't be afraid to push the issue. If they baulk about setting up a display, you
may want to say something like, “You know there is more than one dry cleaners in
town.”
Every person in your existing downline who has a retail business should have a
product display as well.
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Bulletin Board Pull Tab Flyers
It is hard to say how many Dealers I sponsored in my early years with just this method alone. It
still works today. Like every other sponsoring method we teach, you must do it consistently!
"Consistent effort doesn't always produce consistent results, but it always produces Success"
We have all seen local public bulletin boards in grocery stores, laundry mats, as well as in many
Sam's Club, Wal-Mart, and other department stores.
On these boards you will find individuals selling everything from pets to tractors as well as
advertising yards sales, homes and plumbing services, etc.
This is an excellent place to place your bulletin board pull-tab flyers.
A couple of important tips.
(1) When using pull-tab flyers always remove one of the taps, before placing the flyer up.
(Nobody wants to be first.)
(2) Also, make sure your flyer is designed so when all the taps have been pulled with your
website address or phone number, that your flyer still has a permanent place on it with your
contact information.
Only two types of Bulletin Board Pull Tab Flyers - Product or our Income Opportunity.
One is where you are advertising either the weight loss or skin care product, and the other of
course is our income opportunity .
On both you will want to have pictures and testimonies. Over the years I have found that
over all, product flyers seem to work best on public bulletin boards.
Overweight?
I lost 22 lbs in 7 weeks, safely,
finally!
Call me to find out how!
Your local number

You may even want to leave sizzle cards in zip lock bag attached - see later in this booklet.
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Over weight?
I L o st 25 l b s. i n
1 2 we e k s, safe l y!
F i n al l y!
• REPAIRS
Metabolism!

◄

I have lost 15 lbs and
have much more energy.
Cathleen A. Massachusettes

• Revolutionary
enzyme-based
formulation

“The first month I lost ►
2” around my waist & hips.
Ce Ce E. Kansas

• Organic, Wholefood sources

◄

I have lost 95 pounds.
Jill M. Florida

• Virtually
PERMANENT
weight loss - kiss
your YoYo
GOODBYE!

I am down 12” around ►
my waist and lost 100 lbs.
John R. Minnesota

C a l l D eb ra G ro h TO D AY !
410-860-0363
w w w. Yo u r B e s t D i e t . c o m / D e b ra G ro h

• Affordable and
SIMPLE to do!
• Super for busy
people on the go!
The Enzyme Diet
410-860-0363
www.YourBestDiet.com/DebraGroh

The Enzyme Diet
410-860-0363
www.YourBestDiet.com/DebraGroh

The Enzyme Diet
410-860-0363
www.YourBestDiet.com/DebraGroh

The Enzyme Diet
410-860-0363
www.YourBestDiet.com/DebraGroh

The Enzyme Diet
410-860-0363
www.YourBestDiet.com/DebraGroh

The Enzyme Diet
410-860-0363
www.YourBestDiet.com/DebraGroh

The Enzyme Diet
410-860-0363
www.YourBestDiet.com/DebraGroh

The Enzyme Diet
410-860-0363
www.YourBestDiet.com/DebraGroh

The Enzyme Diet
410-860-0363
www.YourBestDiet.com/DebraGroh

The Enzyme Diet
410-860-0363
www.YourBestDiet.com/DebraGroh
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Do You Want More
Cash Flow?
A Cash Flow System so simple
you might miss it…”
• REPAIRS
Metabolism!

◄

Kristin and Bob have
earned two Bonus Cars and
tens of thousands of $$$$$

• Revolutionary
enzyme-based
formulation

James and Jennifer ►
4 Bonus cars and nearly $3
million dollars.

• Organic, Wholefood sources

◄

Bob Giddens has
earned over $11 million
since joining.

• Virtually
PERMANENT
weight loss - kiss
your YoYo
GOODBYE!

►

David and Wanda
enjoy their new Bonus Car
paid for by the company.

C a l l D e b ra G ro h T O D AY !
xxx-xxx-xxx
w w w. Yo u r H i g h way To F re e d o m . c o m

• Affordable and
SIMPLE to do!
• Super for busy
people on the go!
Debra & Barry Groh
410-860-0363
www.YourHighwayToFreedom.com

Debra & Barry Groh
410-860-0363
www.YourHighwayToFreedom.com

Debra & Barry Groh
410-860-0363
www.YourHighwayToFreedom.com

Debra & Barry Groh
410-860-0363
www.YourHighwayToFreedom.com

Debra & Barry Groh
410-860-0363
www.YourHighwayToFreedom.com

Debra & Barry Groh
410-860-0363
www.YourHighwayToFreedom.com

Debra & Barry Groh
410-860-0363
www.YourHighwayToFreedom.com

Debra & Barry Groh
410-860-0363
www.YourHighwayToFreedom.com

Debra & Barry Groh
410-860-0363
www.YourHighwayToFreedom.com

Debra & Barry Groh
410-860-0363
www.YourHighwayToFreedom.com
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On Screen Movie Theater Advertising
This is a relatively new idea that I haven’t tested but truly believe it has potential.
This is a very interesting concept that we will be doing in the near future.
Here is the concept: Your advertisement is flashed on the movie screen for 15
seconds 4 times prior to the showing of every movie. You can target your advertising to specific Movie Theaters in specific cities & states.
Costs start at about $75 a week, depending on the number of screens within the
theater.
At $75.00 per week, you could run the advertisement for a couple of weeks prior
to an event in the area. If just one person attends the event and joins, you have
recouped your investment and made money.
With the right ad, you could produce lots of sales in the weight loss and skin care
lines.
For more details you may want to review: www.Cinemamedia.com
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How to mail your promotional Flyers, postcards, drop cards, etc. with
zero postage costs.
This is another unique concept that if you do it consistently will payoff big time.
How many bills do you mail on a monthly basis?
Gas Water
Car Payment #1 - Car Payment #2
House Payment Electric
Cable TV
Credit Card #1, Credit Card #2
Installment Loan(s)
And unfortunately the list goes on and on. The average family sends out 217 such pieces of mail each year.
The stamp is on the envelope, you must mail it anyway. Why not include a piece of
promotional material in the mailing?
I can guarantee you this, somebody who is over worked and under paid is opening
your mail!
There is story after story about people who bought products and others who became
Dealers because someone in the organization did this consistently, monthly with every
bill that was mailed.
With every method we teach you must see the big picture as your organization grows
and duplicates. You personally may never get a call using this method, but the sooner
you realize YOU ARE NOT THE ISSUE, DUPLICATABLE SYSTEMS AND
PROGRAMS ARE, the better off you will be!
What if you had 1000 people in your group all sending promotional literature with
their bills. Think about that. Are you starting to see the big picture? You could easily
have products sold and Dealers sponsored monthly, because of the downline duplication of this powerful method!
Hey, here is an idea. Instead of throwing away all of your junk mail, take out the prepostage paid envelopes, stuff them with your mini-blitz flyers and send them back!!!
Someone who is overworked and underpaid is opening these envelopes.
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Mini Blitz Flyers
Either these or Sizzle Cards are what I use in the previous technique.
I will share with you how our blitz flyers are created and how you can duplicate the idea within your
organization and product lines.
Blitz flyers are made from 1 single sheet of 8 1/2 x 11 paper divided into thirds. Each 3rd promotes a
different product, or website.
The flyers we designed are to accomplish one thing, build enough curiosity and drive people to the
website or voice mail and let your tools make the sale.
You can have 500 flyers copied and cut into thirds at any office supply store for only a few dollars.
Now you have 1500 mini-flyers to spread throughout your community. It just doesn't take but one or
two product sales to recoup your investment. Now you have created a new customer, who if you work
them correctly can easily become a new Dealer in your organization. (You will find that many of your
most loyal Dealers are satisfied retail customers first.)
Many of our Dealers carry a small dispenser of scotch tape with them everywhere they go and attach
these flyers to soft drink machines, newspaper machines, telephone booths etc.
Were literature flows, cash grows!
On the next page is a sample of a Mini Blitz flyers. As you can see, this one has advertises TED,
E3 and Skin Care.
Your suggestions and examples would be welcomed.
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ARE YOU READY FOR YOUR BATHING SUIT?
You can lose up to 30 lbs in 30 days:
Starter Package only
$x.xx
Check us out TODAY
Onlne at:
Ce Ce E. Kansas
Lost 2” off hips and
waist the first month

Ron M. Florida
Lost over 80 pounds

www.LoseWeightSafely.com

You Can Feel 10 Yrs. Younger! I Do!
Experience:
Tighter, Sleeker, Smoother Skin
Enhanced Energy Levels
Decreased Body Fat
Smoother, Sculptured Body
Improved Exercise Capacity
Increased Lean Body Mass
Strengthened Immune System
Deeper & Sounder Sleep

Check us out NOW!
www.FeelTenYearsYounger.com

Stronger Bones
Improved Heart & Kidney Function
Quicker Healing
Higher Stress Threshold
Sharper Memory & Concentration
Reduces Appetite
Sense of Well Being
Heightened Sexual Energy

Your name
Contact Info

Do you realize how you could look?
Just look at me!

Prove it to yourself online at:
Before

After using the
Plantoderm

www.FaceLift.com
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Week 4 - Recap thus far
Prospects are basically the foundation of any business as they are the “potential” customers to the
business. So just how do YOU find prospects?
Let’s start out with a definition of the word promote which is the most important word in finding prospects. The word promote means: to make known.
Have you ever had someone in your organization who’s business wasn’t growing and when you
called them to find out how you could help it was revealed that the person didn’t want to come off
sounding too sales’y. This stopped that person from promoting.
How does everyone else promote?
A politician promotes how he/she can make a whole community’s life better - so he’s/she’s/ making
herself known to the public by promoting and making known to as many people as possible what he/
she can do for them. If you’ve noticed, politicians promote on TV, radio, signs stuck in the grass or
on telephone poles along a busy street or maybe speaking at various group meetings.
A college promotes what courses it offers. It might promote on radio, might promote to high schools
or through sporting events. A stockbroker promotes that he can help his/her prospect make money.
A local restaurant will promote via radio, or mailing brochures or discount cou-pons.
The worst thing you can ever do in your business career is to think, or worry or even get the idea
that it’s unprofessional to promote!
You really need to know and understand promotion. The only way you can have prospects, therefore
customers or Dealers - is to promote. The only way for you to make money in Vollara is to promote.
You can write down your dreams and goals and study them every night. But you’re as effective as a
billboard in the middle of the desert. No one knows you exist until you make yourself known. So if
you ever find yourself where your business isn’t growing or you don’t have enough prospects,
enough customers, or enough Dealers - what do you do?
Promote!
Of course there are different types of promotion that create desire. We have talked about things like
promoting in the Help Wanted, the Sales & Marketing or the Business Opportunity sections of a
newspaper, Advertising section of magazines, and door hangers. Although not on these calls, my
printed material will also talk about Direct Mail and Email marketing.
Just a few words about Networking. I’m sure you could have guessed that I would name that one.
But you would be surprised at how many people when mentioning all the ways to promote, miss that
one. In fact, if you use traditional promotion with the mindset of just finding a network of people to
work - you will fare far better than most who only measure their responses with how many people
respond to their advertisement. You can turn one response from a promotion into thousands if you
properly network.
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A few Pointers:
In marketing, when you find something that is giving you a return on your investment, do more of
it.
Don’t ever run an ad in a newspaper if you can put a flyer in it instead. Don’t run space ads or
display ads, classifieds are better, but better yet is an inserted flyer.
If it works in one paper, do it in another and another if you are getting a return on your investment or even breaking even. It is all numbers, keep track of your numbers. Remember the back end
sales and the people that get in on Triple A are going to cover your costs.
Consistency is a key.
Never give your teenagers cash. Pay them for hanging door hangers, or pole signs, stuffing envelopes, or whatever, and then whatever you pay them is totally tax deductable.
OK, let’s talk briefly about what the right people for our business look like. I’ve did several talks at
the Success Institutes on Leaders and the handout that is in your old SI Manuals has a good description of what leaders look like (not literally of course) and how they act so I am just going to do a
recap here.
Here are some of the traits that your best candidates will possess.
#1. They will be small business owners, or somebody that is already self-employed.
#2. What did they do as a kid to make money? Did they cut lawns, sell Christmas Cards, pick up
coke bottles and sell them, baby-sit, in other words, the person you want learned work ethics at an
early age.
Their past can be quite revealing too. If a person has a corporate job or is a professional, and does
things on the side to make extra money, then they possess the work ethics of someone who has the
best chance to make it. I want someone that paid the price of “a lot more than 40 hours a week“.
The person that has been spoon fed all their life will probably not make it in our industry.
#3. Although there are certainly exceptions to the rule, under the age of 25 are not are best candidates, 35 to 55 are really good candidates if they are making $40 K or so a year and their a home
owner, but they just haven’t made it yet, but wants to really bad.
We will talk a little more about this when we talk about Post Cards in your local area.
Right now, lets cover a couple more ways to create fresh responsive leads in your own backyard.
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Buttons
HerbaLife built an empire in the eighties with a stupid little button that said:
LOSE WEIGHT NOW
ASK ME HOW!
Please remember success comes from duplication, not innovation. If it worked for Herbalife, why
won't it work for you and I. Well folks, it does work!
How do you think a button that said Lose Weight around the edge multiple times with “Ask Me
About The Hot Product” would do?
Again, this is not about YOU! It doesn't matter if you never sell a product, or have a business prospect ask you about your button. YOU AREN'T THE ISSUE, A DUPLlCATABLE SYSTEM IS!
Helping other people is the issue, not you.
Thousands of dollars worth of products are being sold just by teaching people this system of wearing
a stupid button.
I know, some of you have egos that just won't allow such nonsense.
Well let me share with you what I heard on a video one time several years back from MLM Trainer
Jeff Combs. “The problem with most people is that their Ego is Bigger than their Bank Account.”
Jeff said it, but I agree with it! But you all get mad at him, I already have enough people mad at me.
Imagine building a down line of tens of thousands of people, all entering the market place daily with
their stupid buttons on. I have done it Folks, and it works.
Can you imagine the number of products sold and prospects that can be created with the duplication
of just this one idea?
So ... wear the button!
It has just come to my attention that there are now buttons available through Vollara for the
zyme Diet. Get some!

En-

When your paycheck is big enough you really don't care what anybody thinks, you care about teaching people what works and will help them prosper!
As a side note, most people aren't thinking about you anyway, they are too worried wondering what
you are thinking about them!
You want to have some fun. Get some Dealers together and go to the mall. Walk up and down the
mall and when you get near someone, say, “I noticed you were glancing at my button - Here, here is
a flyer on this fantastic (weight loss or skin care or whatever).
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The 3 - Foot Rule
The three-foot rule is an idea that has been talked about in this industry for years.
"If someone comes within 3 foot of you, you talk with them about products and/or
the opportunity"
That is fine, but what specifically do you say?
Well, here is a script that works every time. When you are in a business, a line,
restaurant, or boutique, and you meet someone that you feel would be a good prospect for your business, simply ask these four questions.
How long have you been working here?
Do you enjoy it?
Are you earning enough money? (What do you think 99% of people say)
If I could show you a way to _________would you ________
You need to customize the "Blanks" to your prospect, in other words, their needs,
and our opportunity.
About 75% of the time, this is what we say to possible prospects.
If I could show you a way to earn an extra $1,000 a month working from home,
would you watch a short DVD?
Vollara has excellent brochures to hand out to people that you would like to have
in your business.
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Post Cards in Local Market
This is one of the ways I built my organization. I’ve sponsored a lot of people with this method, only mailing 100 postcards a week.
All postcards were mailed on Saturday. I wanted them to receive them on Monday after a long
hard day back from the JOB! (There is another line of thought on this which we will discuss
later.)
In 1997 my wife Jennifer and I were entering our second year in Vollara. We had worked
through our warm market list of over two hundred people. We had contacted each and everyone of the people on the list and shared either the products or the business opportunity.
I had been sold on the concept and believed strongly in two fundamental ideas. You build the
business in your backyard first. "Don't go across the country, until you have gone across the
street."
You build a strong, solid, local organization and then you expand your business "where leadership takes you." Until you have some experience under your belt, you don't go to a new area
and try to find leadership. You let the natural progression and duplication of your organization
determine who to spend your time with and where.
That is when I stumbled across the postcard idea that has earned me a lot of money. I still teach
this method today. We have people in our organization who routinely mail 50-500 postcards
each and every week as part of their ongoing recruiting campaign.
Imagine that you arrive home from work on a Monday afternoon; it has been a long hard day.
Friday seems so far away. Like 77% of American population the first thing you do is briefly
thumb through the mail. It goes something like this: Catalog, Catalog, Car Payment, Electric
Bill, Catalog, Catalog, Install-ment Loan Payment, Catalog, Water Bill, WAIT ... WHAT IS
THIS? A handwritten postcard that reads:

Hello !
I have been wanting to talk to you about a part-time management opportunity with
my company.
Call me !
Mike
254-6567
What are the majority of Americans thinking at this point?
“Mike? Mike who? I don't know any Mike, do I? Look, it is a local number. Should I call and
find out what this is all about? I wonder why there is a local number? Heck, I might as well
call.”
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The bottom line is this program will have FRESH LOCAL PROSPECTS calling YOU!
On average you can expect 5 -10 calls for every 100 postcards mailed. If you turn around and
mail the same people the next week your response rate will be about the same, 5 - 10 responses.
The next week, it will be about 1/2 as many. That is when it is time to move on to a new neighborhood. The bottom line is that in three mailings to 100 you end up with about a 15% response rate - which is great.
When the phone rings you need to be able to handle it from that point on. What is your specific
objective? To qualify them? To send them an info package or to your website? Invite them to
a business overview? To meet with them one on one? What ever your normal business process
is, follow it! I still recommend you have them call into a voice mail with a message that says
something like:
Thank you for responding to our local advertising campaign. We are very busy right now and
we are looking to expand our business. We are looking for a couple key people. Please leave
your name, address, phone # and email. We will get back with you as soon as possible.
When you call them up, one of your first questions should be, “Hey Joe, why did you respond
to our postcard.” Now what most of them are going to say is, “They are curious. Remember,
what you say to that, “Thank you for calling but we are not looking for “curious” people, we are
looking for serious people. Then hang up. They still got the number. Remember, people want
what they can’t have. Folks, you have got the gold and your attitude is you are very particular
who you are going to share it with.
When you get an answer like, “Well, my wife is fixin’ to have our 3rd child, or the company I
am with just laid off a 100 people, I’m looking for something different. That is who you are
looking for.
You are not looking for the guy that’s says, “Yeah, tell me what you got, I’m just curious.”
Well I’ll tell you what you got, I ain’t got nothing’ for you. Thanks for calling, and hang up.
You have go the gold and can not waste your time with someone like that. You are not looking
for people that you have to burp and diaper and convince.
The thing about it is if your phone is ringing and you have enough of these methods working
where you have 40 going in your funnel ever month and 4 - 10 dropping out the bottom every
month, then you don’t have to put up with that kind of ignorance.
Just remember, you have go to take control of the phone conversation. If you let them take
control, you will get eat up and you’ll quit doing this proven method that works so well.
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There are 5 KEY POINTS that you must follow to make this program successful.
#1 TARGET SUBDIVISIONS for your postcard mailing. You don't want to mail into the slums and
you don't want to mail into the real affluent neighborhoods. Target subdivisions with nice starter
homes where a large number of young couples reside, preferably with children.
#2 DRIVE THE SUBDIVISION and make a list of all street names. You can also use a local map to
collect the street name.
#3 USE A CRISS-CROSS DIRECTORY. You can go to your local library and ask for the CrissCross Street Directory. The directory works the opposite of a phone book. You simply look up the
street name from your master list and it will give you the name and exact address of everyone who
lives on that street. It is simply a matter of copying the pages from the directory for each targeted
street within the subdivision.
If you have internet access you can go to http://zip.langenberg.com/ Then go to the Reverse Directory. Down in the Reverse Street Address Cross Reference, just type in the street and city. It will give
you all the names of people who live on that street.
#4 PURCHASE PREPAID & STAMPED postcards from your local post office. I recommend buying
them 1,000 at a time. Hand write the message on one side of the postcard with A BLACK FELT TIP
PEN, then take the cards to your local printer and have them printed. You will not be able to tell the
difference between the handwritten postcard and printed cards.
#5 USE THE LIST YOU HAVE COPIED FROM THE DIRECTORY to address the cards during
down time. DOWNTIME? Downtime is when it is too late at night to be calling people on the west
coast. Or if you must watch the "electronic income reducer" ie TV, be productive! At least address
postcards why your brain rots. I recommend addressing all 1,000 cards before you start mailing.
To kick off the program all you need to do is to decide how many cards you are going to mail each
week. We recommend you send 100 weekly, certainly no less than 50. You want them to receive the
postcard on Monday so you will need to mail on Friday or Saturday depending of the mail time in
your town.
This activity is obviously just one part of your entire prospecting program. You can expect 5 -10 calls
for every 100 postcards mailed. As your skills and attitudes develop your sponsoring rate with this
program will become better and better. If you have a strong local opportunity meeting or conference
call to plug your guest into this recruiting system can bring a constant flow of new Dealers into your
organization.
I have been using this system for years. It’s a great system to refine your skills and become comfortable with the entire recruiting process. That is why I suggest people print and address 1,000 postcards
minimum before they start. If the first couple of callers are negative, most people have a natural
tendency to quit working the program. But how can you quit mailing when you have already had the
post-cards printed and PAID FOR THE POSTAGE! You might as well continue to mail the cards;
you have already paid for them!
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Now, last week I gave you all a web address to review. That web address is
www.infousa.com If you reviewed it, then you know it represents a world of possibilities.
This website is a marketer’s dream, whether you are doing direct mail response or even cold
calling.
This website provides millions of residential names, addresses, etc and it provides millions of
businesses too.
The best way I can describe it’s capabilities is to give you an example.
I went to www.infousa.com and provided the type people I was interested in. It is menu driven
so it is pretty easy to use.
For this particular search I chose:
Those in Melbourne, FL (all the zip codes in Melbourne) that were:
Male or Female
Married
Have pets.
$35,000 - $50,000 income
25 to 50 years old
Interested in high tech gadgets
Bought something through the mail in the last 12 months.
Subscribe to a business or investment magazine
Interested in weight loss.
This website did a search for those people and in seconds it came up with 56 people that fit all
the criteria I entered.
The total cost of these names would be a mere $16.80
Folks, that is powerful. About 30 cents each for a very highly qualified list. Now it would be a
matter of getting the right media in front of them at the right time of their life.
I know that if you persist and go though the numbers you will sponsor people with this program
that can make a major impact on your business.
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The remaining local prospecting techniques were not discussed on any of the 4 conference
calls but they were in one of our Inside Solution Newsletters.
Voice Mail Drop - Target the people you want to do business with. Maybe it's veterinarians, or
chiropractors, or accountants, or business owners. Go to the Chamber of Commerce and get
their membership directory. *Hint - target companies with 25 employees or less - I guarantee
you they are having a hard time right now. Hey, Yellow Pages will work for this too.
Lets say I want to target veterinarians. The 1st one listed in Melbourne, FL Yellow Pages is
Richard Lorelle on Pinetree Dr. (for you Melbourne, FL folks: No, I haven't called Richard).
Now, one thing we know today is that most businesses have voice mail.
Ok, so you call up Richard's office ...but you don't ask for Richard. You say, "Hey does Richard have a Voice Mail? The secretary says, "Yes". And you say, "Great, could you drop me to
his voice mail?"
Now you have never met Richard and don't know him from Adam. Doesn't matter.
Here is the message you leave.
Richard, this is (your name) and I was calling because I was thinking about you just a moment
ago (which you were - you just seen his name in the Yellow Pages) and some business associates and I are expanding a business here in (your town). Now, I don't know if you ever look at
ways to make more money but we work with other veterinarians (or who ever you are targeting
that day) and it has allowed them to expand their income 2 to 3, sometimes $5,000 a month outside of their practice.
And I was just calling to talk with you for a few moments if you have an interest. Richard (their
name) would you please give me a call back. Let me give you my toll free number that will
page me and lets talk. That number is (800) 896-7098. There will be a brief intro on my number that will explain what we are doing. Love to talk with you, give me a call. Thanks.
Now, what is going to happen when Richard checks his messages? Richard checks his messages and he hears this message from James (your name). James who? Is this James, one of his
clients. Remember he has lots and lots of clients. He doesn't know which James this is. Do
you think he feels obligated to call you back? Of course he does!
So what's going to happen? He’s going to call the (800) number and hear your message that
talks about our company. If he is interested, he’s going to leave his name & number and if he’s
not interested, he will just hang up.
Can't call during the day? Ok, call at night after working hours. Today, most businesses have
answer machines.
Now a word about the (800) that you have left on the business owner's voice mail. The one
above of course is mine. If you want to test this technique before you get your own 800#, call
or email me so I can assign you a code (call the number and you will see what I mean).
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The "Fishbowl Technique"
Some of you know how it works... you go in a restaurant and you see a fishbowl full of business
cards that people drop in, hoping to win a free lunch/dinner. Once a week they draw the lucky
winner, and they get a free meal.
But it costs the restaurant money to do this, so…
You approach and offer to pay for that meal, if the restaurant will give you all those interesting business cards. How will this benefit you?
The business cards will contain:
(1) Self employed ...that’s great, because they are generally opened minded about other business opportunities.
(2) Sales people ...that’s good (if they are coachable)...because they're not afraid of "no", they are
thick skinned, and they know how to communicate.
(3) Medical professionals. Some of them have appreciation for alternative health products and of
course we have substantiated proof what our products will do with mold, mildew, bacteria, etc.
(4) Corporate Management? It's really a scary world they live in. Many are "looking" for a way
out.
(5) MLM'ers? (my opinion - these are some of your best prospects) Even cork boards at grocery
stores have these cards... you never know if they are happy with the company they’re...it never hurts
to ask "would you be interested in looking at a winning opportunity" (remember, most of them are
not making any money).
In this fishbowl you will find some interesting fish, and believe me, they will be better fish then
what you would find in one of those “penny saver” weekly papers.
Linking - This works well with either warm or cold market prospects. You could take a couple
nights a week and set down for just one hour and let your tools do the real work for you. Here is
how it might sound: Hey (prospect), do you have access to the internet? S/he replies: Yes!
Well then, you need to give me your email address. Let me shoot you this link to this movie on how
to make money from home. It’s really amazing! After you watch it, call me back or I’ll call you in
a day or two.
No questions and answers. Do not get into conversation (use your tools). Out of 10 calls you will
get 2 to 3 calling back and say “Hey, I watched the movie and I want to know more”. If they don’t
call you back, you call them in two days. If they still haven’t watched it, they are not interested.
Write them off, or if they are good prospects, put them on your CWT list.
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Gap’ping - Grab a pen. Same as above except by phone for sizzle message. Hey Bill,
what’cha up to? Oh nothing. What’s up? Man, you got to grab a pen and write this phone
number down. OK, what is it? “It’s 800-896-7098.” He might say, well what’s this all about?
You say, “man this is a great message on making money. Call it and let me know what you
think. Gotta run”. Now he is setting there with the phone in his hand, you are gone and he is
curious. Believe me, he is going to dial the 800#.
How about someone that you want on your team and have already seen the business but hasn’t
got off the fence. “Hey John, I know you’ve seen our business before, but I would really like
your opinion on a new method I’m using to build my Vollara business. Would you call this
number and give me your opinion on whether you think it is any good or not.” (Now you can
go back to those people who you blew off when you were having a bad day.)
Sticky Notes on automobiles - Take a pad of sticky notes. Print (hand write) on each one.
$
Please call
(800) 798-8098
(use your own toll free number)
James!
Now go to a place where there are lots of cars (shopping or meetings taking place). Put a
Sticky Note on every 3 or 4 cars on drivers window or door handle.
Do you have writing skills? How about an article on the Home Business Movement or Indoor
Air Pollution and put it in your newspaper in your hometown. Submit it to lots of newspapers.
At the end of the article, have something like: John Smith is an established home business expert. He teaches people how to make additional money from home. If you want to know more
call (800) xxx-xxxx ...and list your website too.
Sizzle Cards. Bright colored business card sizzle cards.
Get at least 1000 cards per month. Leave a few at various locations like ATM machines at lunch time and just
after work. Grocery stores, cash registers, convenience
store counter tops, elevators, hotels and airports, etc. A
thousand cards per month should result in 2 to 3 new
Dealers every month.
Lifestyle Cards. Similar to above but better quality card.
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Online Leads and Email Marketing - Expect 1/8% to 1/2% responses. Do Not Spam or you
will get flamed and hate mail ...and as of January 1, 2004 it is against the law.
a. Do It Yourself - Get names of people who say they want email (opt-in leads). A good
source for opt-in leads is www.YourBestLeads.com. You will need at least 1000 per week consistently for this to work. Use the same guidelines as writing a newspaper ad or postcard for the
messages you are going to send. Send them an email and direct them to website and 800# - or
you can call them with our proven cold market script to get them to visit your web site.
Set up an autoresponder, upload your leads, send them out. Watch for emails from interested
prospects, use the Leading questions to interview the prospect.
Presently I use www.YourHighwayToFreedom.com as a filtering site. My postcards, emails and
ads direct people to this website.
b. Have a service send the messages for you - Get names of people who say they want
email (opt-in leads) Ask for people in the target group you’re looking for such as home based
biz, health nuts, professionals, etc. Write the messages with help from the lead source or use
techniques above. Arrange to have your messages sent to the leads you purchased. Watch for
emails from prospects. Use the Leading Questions to interview the prospects you talk to.
www.americaint.com is such a service and it cost about $200 per 1,000,000 for this company to
send your email letter. I have not used them so please don’t ask me how.
Do understand that up to 1/3 of the telephone numbers and email addresses from any lead
sources could be bad.
Email signatures - In Outlook Express (and I’m assuming all Email programs) you are provided the opportunity to have a paragraph or so to be included with every email you send out without having to retype it each and every time. Be creative and create curiosity. ie. Click
Here to see a picture of me and my wife on the beaches of Cancun on a free trip with my company. Click Here to see a picture of my wife and I with our new Vollara Bonus Car. Click
Here to see my last months Bonus Check.
14. Card Decks– Have you seen them? 30 - 60 cards in cellophane wrap. Each deck is mailed
to tens of thousands of entrepreneurial spirits across the country. Each card describes a different kind of business that can be run from home. (Val Packs or coupon books too) Expect response for a well written card to be from 1/4% to 2%. That means a 200,000 circulation deck
could bring in as many as 500 to 4,000 responses. Of those, only 5% to 7% are going to be
worth while.
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Direct Mail - You can expect anywhere from 1/2% to 5% response. Downside is 5% - 20%
returned undeliverable. Duplicatable by anyone (I have leads for sale) Best results attained
when mailing at least 100 per week. You can (and should) mail to the same prospects more
than once. (I have several sample direct mail letters available - here is one.)
Dear (name on the list), I got your name from a referral company who said you are looking for
a home based business. Is that true about you?
I am expanding in your area, and hope you can help me.
I’m looking for a bright, friendly, and ambitious person who might be looking for some extra
income, or, who might be looking for a career change. Who do you know?
We market upscale/patented/state-of-the-art/healthy/ - (fill in the blanks with your favorites) to
consumers, like you and me. The company pays us to find and train others to do the same
thing. That’s how we expand. We’re like reps for them, except we own our own business.
Anyway, do you know anyone who’d like to have more energy/lose weight/breath clean air /
etc., and wants to make money with us helping others get the same?
If you know anyone, or would like to try the products, give me a call at (800) xxx-xxxx and I’ll
fill you in.
Before doing this business I __________. Now, with this business, I have the chance to
____________, make money for now and build for later. I love what I do and you may too!
Warmly,
Signature

Do You Really Want To Go Fast? ...Then do the blitz. Here is how it works.
3 to 4 weeks in advance leaders get the teams together, by geographic area. Set the start date.
(Use free conference call number so all of you can be on the phone at the same time
(www.mrconference.com)
Decide what prospecting methods you’ll do, and who will be on what teams. Plan at least 5+
methods at once. My last four newsletters provided 20+ methods you can choose from. For
example: ads, streetwalking/mallcruising, mailing/calling to lists, Dear Friend/warm market letters, etc. Practice scripts, plan walking routes, buy names, plan ads, etc. Schedule presentation
times and locations. Make a calendar for each week of the blitz. To cover an area, plan 30 - 90
days. Every 30 days new team members take the baton. Relay, so no one group tires out. Before you plan a blitz, have an upline manager or two committed to helping you. You are now
on your way to FREEDOM!
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CWT File
Ok, we’ve got 40 going in and 4 –10 coming out of our funnel. Everytime you get a prospect in your
funnel, you need to have CLOSURE. Let’s say you have 40 going in and you had 4 come out. What
happens to the other 36?
With every person that goes in your funnel, you want definite closure. Every single person.
There has to be a sense of urgency so you want them going through your funnel as quick as possible.
You want them either as a Yes, No, Scratch and the rest go to your CWT file.
So lets say you have 40 going in, you got 4 Yeses, 16 said No, or you don’t want them, and 10 go into
your CWT file. Unfortunately what happens well too often is a lot of Vollaraers start their prospects
into the funnel but they never get a Yes or a No.
The DVD players of the world have Vollara DVD’s setting around collecting dust.
Se start them through the funnel, you know what I mean, “well get back in touch with me, I haven’t
had a chance to view the DVD, or yea, I’m interested, I’ll be on the call, or yea, I’m interested, I’ll be
at the meeting, or yea, I’ll view the website.”.
So when should you follow-up with that person. That’s right, that night! Not 4 or 5 days later.
Once you start the process, you have got to continue through the process to get a definite Yes or No.
Everybody who goes into the funnel needs to go through your step by step process to get a Yes, No,
Scratch or CWT file as quickly as possible.
If you have a prospect who says they are going to do something and when you call them back and they
haven’t done it, you need to give them another assignment, maybe another website, or a 3-way call or
listen to the Mike Jackson 800# overview. You need to keep the process going by giving them a little
more information each time.
If you don’t do this, your prospects will end up somewhere in the funnel and clog it up. You have got
to get closure with these people.
Every person that goes in, if they don’t sponsor, or if you realize in the course of conversation they are
not what you are looking for, you scratch them off your list. They are gone forever. Get rid of them,
unclog your funnel. If you don’t scratch them, they go into your CWT f9le. Your CWT file is for
those whose timing is just not quite right. Folks, our life is a constant evolution of change. We don’t
know what is going to happen in their life. Then when you go on an Vollara trip, you send them a
postcard, or when a new product comes out, you make sure they know about it. If there is an important
meeting coming up, you might invite them, but you don’t bug them. They are still in your CWT file.
You’ll get some of them later.
Unfortunately, we all have prospects that showed interest in the beginning of the process but we don’t
know what happened to them. They are in the funnel somewhere. They just kind of get caught in the
middle of the funnel. You have to have closure folks. You don’t care what they say, Yes, No. That
doesn’t matter. You just want them off the fence and out of your mind. Why, So you can work on the
next 40!
So remember, 40 in, Yes, No, Scratch, or CWT.
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In Closing
In closing, the last thing I want to share with you all.
Who ever is the worst Vollara distributor on the line tonight or listening
to this tape or CD, and I certainly don’t have anyone in particular in
mind, if that person puts enough people in their funnel, do you think
enough people will drop out to give them a $2000 a month income?
The answer is of course, YES.
If they put enough people in their funnel, no matter how bad or unskilled they are, will eventually enough people drop out to earn a $5000
a month income? Yes, of course! What about $10,000. Yes again.
This business is numbers! The problem that people have is they get all
emotionally involved and wrapped up into who does, and who doesn’t.
When you understand the name of the game is sorting through people—
Some Will, Some Won’t So what, Somebody is Waiting for You. If you
can go int the market place, forget yourself, find people that you can
help. Some people don’t know you can help them, they don’t even
need help—until you find them.
If you can go into the market place with that kind of mentality, know
that even if you are the worst Vollara distributor on the call or listening
to this tape, you can make $2000, $5000, $10000, $20000 or more a
month if you just understand the name of the game is sorting through
people.
Amateurs try to convince, professionals sort.
I hope you will take what I have given you, use this information, master
it through repetition, sort through the people and have the success I
know Vollara can bring to you.
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Direct Mail - Post Cards - Samples - Power Headlines and Statements
First, please do not do this until you have approached your warm market as described in my Nov 03
Leader's Letter! (Vollara represents the same thing as the rights to Coca-Cola - Wouldn't you want to
share it with your friends, family and business associates first?!)
Besides placing local ads, you can get national ads directed at the city/state of your choice. Here are
some websites that will help you find ad rates, etc. Great for cooping your ads.
http://store.yahoo.com/classifieds/index.html
http://www.budget-ads.com
http://www.50states.com/news/florida.htm (type in desired state)
The following is a list of actual ads or “Power phrases” and/or Headlines to use in newspaper, flyers,
door-hangers, or any other kind of advertisements. They really do work! Over the years I have used
them to generate a lot of prospects.
1. Earn Serious Income
2. Are you building your dream, or someone else’s? Own your own business.
3. JOB SECURITY is looking at the boss - in the mirror. Get job security here …
4. Does it ever break your heart to leave your kids at daycare? Change it ... If it breaks your heart
now, imagine the regret 15 years from now when you can’t do anything about it! I have a CD I
will send you that solves this problem!
5. I’m looking for 3 crazy entrepreneurs who want to wear tailor made clothes and drive fancy
sports cars. Will train.
6. My business is exploding. I need help. Will train.
7. Smash your alarm clock! Get up when you’re done sleeping!
8. Did you miss your children’s first step, first words, first school play? Here’s an alternative ...
9. Work Very Hard for 4 years. Harder than you can imagine. Then do whatever you want for the
rest of your life.
10. How hard would you work for an extra $3200 per month?
11. Who answers a job advertisement for $6.50 an hour? Who answers an ad for a CEO position
with a starting salary of $500,OOO? The difference is only in the way you perceive yourself. Are
you worth more?
12. If you’re looking for great location, salary and a fun, aggressive group to work with then this
could be the position for you. Growing, dynamic, family oriented marketing company is aggressively seek-ing people who enjoy being on the phone and talking to people. Apply today via …
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13. $$$ Rewarding sales position for growing dynamic organization. This company offers an
excellent compensation package, high profile position and flexible hours (as long as you get
the job done!). Successful candidates will use a self starter, high energy attitude and good
interpersonal skills in the performance of opening new accounts. Apply today!
14. Need more money; NOW!
15. Does it ever break your heart to leave your kids at daycare?
16. Looking for a FUN business?
17. Go to the golf course when it’s not crowded.
18. The truth about making money. A lot of it.
19. Extremely well paying position available to right person. Must have sales & marketing experience. Sales training a big plus.
20. Wealth formula that takes a lot of effort - but retires you in 4 years
21. Immediate Need for Effective Sales Person. Unlimited earning and growth potential. Selfstarter, sales, writing skills and team player will be keys to success in this growing, high
tech organization. Will be responsible for generating sales leads, preparing and giving
presentations on company products and training sales team for High Tech and Health development company. Great benefits. Great FUN TEAM! Fax resume to:
22. Local, $2 Million Earner seeks up to three Melbourne area associates. I will set you up in
and teach you a very profitable, enjoyable hombased business. You should be ambitious,
coachable, able to demonstrated success in your present/past career activities, entrepreneurial, and able to devote 12 - 15 yours a week. Your total start-up costs less than $800.00
(financing available). Please, no lazy thumbsuckers looking for something for nothing and
no tire-kickers to waste my time; only those seriously eager to be successfully selfemployed and willing to work hard for a few years to create lifetime income should reply.
Call xxx-xxxx for interview or Fax resume to:
23. Local, $2 Million Earner In A Growing Environmental Sales and Service Business seeks up
to 3 new associates/protégés in Melbourne area. If you qualify, I will set you up in and
teach you a high-income, white collar, prestigious, pleasant career. You need to be at least
25 years old, high school graduate, have lived in this area for at least 2 years, have some
sales or related experience, computer literate, and ambitious, coachable and competitive.
Your total start-up costs less than $800.– can be financed. Please, no sales “burn-outs”,
whiners, complainers, wimps. Only those seriously committed to establishing an income in
excess of $200,000.00 a year and willing to work very hard the first one to three years to get
there should apply. Call xxx-xxxx for interview or Fax resume to:
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Advertising Samples

What are your plans for retirement?
Join a group of people just like you who are working together to take control of our income. So we
can retire with peace of mind and money in the
bank. Call (800) xxx-xxxx
Or See if you can pass the test:
www.YourHighWayToSuccess.com
Are your children growing up without you?
Find out what this group of professional entrepreneurs is doing to take control of their income so
they can spend more time with family.
Call (800) xxx-xxxx or see if you can pass the test:
www.YourHighwayToSuccess.com
Worried about your retirement?
Seeking working partner to build local sales team.
Professional with experience in training and marketing to work with same. Can you pass the test?
(800) 896-7098
www.YourHighwayToFreedom.com
Is Your Job Secure?
Seeking working partner to build local sales team.
Professional with experence in
sales/training/marketing to work with same.
Call (800) 896-7098
www.YourHighwayToFreedom.com
Overweight?
I lost 22 lbs in 7 weeks, safely. Finally!
Call me to find out how! (800) 896-7098
www.YourBestDiet.com/JamesClendenin
ASTHMA / ALLERGIES?
Needed: 10-15 People
Who desire immediate relief to try
and evaluate a NEW compact state of the art
home Air Purification System.
No cost or Obligation. FREE gift for participants.
http://www.yourbestair.com/JamesClendenin

Tired of Living Paycheck to Paycheck
Earn up to $2000 to $5,000 per month
part time or more full time. Call now and listen to
what these people have done! (3 minute message)
Learn More: (800) 896-7098
www.YourHighwayToFreedom.com
Do You Want To Earn More Money?
Earn up to $2,000 to $5,000 /mo. without leaving
your job. Call now and listen to what these people
have done! (800) 896-7098
www.YourHighwayToFreedom.com
The New Way of Making Money
Earn up to $2000 to $5,000 per month
part time or more full time. Call now and listen to
what these people have done! (3 minute message)
Learn More: (800) 896-7098
www.YourHighwayToFreedom.com
Are You Getting Ahead ...or just paying bills?
Earn up to $2000 to $5,000 per month
part time or more full time. Call now and listen to
what these people have done! (3 minute message)
Learn More: (800) 896-7098
www.YourHighwayToFreedom.com
Stay Home ...and Earn Money
Earn up to $2000 to $5,000 per month part time or
more full time. Call now and listen to what these
people have done! (3 minute message)
Learn More: (800) 896-7098
www.YourHighwayToFreedom.com
Fire You Boss - Let Freedom Ring
18 year old Christian based manufacturing company
needs managers for introduction of residential/commercial fresh air and wind powered energy
units. Work from home, will train, part-time $1200,
full time $6000 monthly average. Call
800-896-7098 or visit:
www.YourHighwayToFreedom.com
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LEGITIMATE Home Based Business.
2nd Fastest Growing Company in America.
Immediate Income, Profit Sharing, Company Car.
Toll Free 800 - 896-7098 or visit
www.YourHighwayToFreedom.com
Christian Based Technology
Company Needs Managers
www.YourHighwayToFreedom.com
(800) 896-7098

Leader Wanted
National marketing group expanding in the ___
area.
Looking for someone who has owned or operated
a business, or has experience n marketing, teaching or public speaking. Send resume to: xxxxx
Christian Based Inc. 500
Environmental Company
Seeking Managers
www.YourHighwayToFreedom.com
(800) 896-7098

Work From Home
with Christian Based
Environmental Company
Call 1-800-896-7098
www.YourHighwayToFreedom.com

Company Seeks Leaders / Trainers
$500 - $1500 Weekly
Work From Home. Will Train. Profit Sharing,
Company Car, Travel Incentives.
(800) 896-7098
www.YourHighwayToFreedom.com

The Perfect Career
Profit Sharing, Car,
And Early Retirement.
www.YourHighwayToFreedom.com
(800) 896-7098

As you can tell by the Bonus Car, this post card is several years old. We used it for a
while and it too brought prospects to the table.

An Astonishing New Breakthrough
Provides You A Lucrative Business Of Your Own
No Competition *** New Technology
* Unlimited Income Opportunity
Hundreds of people in this business
are already making a six figure income
… you can, too!

* Unequalled Training Support
Profit from a Proven System

* Low Start Up Cost
100% Financing Available

* Luxury Car and Travel Plan
and Profit Sharing

(973) 854-6944 (24 hr.)
or email:

* Totally Unique Product
With High Demand

Call now to see what these
people have done.

JamesClendenin@MyVllara.com

www.YourHighwayToFreedom.com
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Here is another Post Card idea that works:
Feb. 8, 2006
Time: 1:12 PM

3735 Tranquility Dr.
Melbourne, FL 32934

Post Card
Postage
Stamp
Here

To: Sandy Smith
RE: Career Opportunity - Environmental
Please call James Clendenin at 254-6567
in Melbourne after 9 AM on Monday.
He has been trying to reach you.

Joe Luncbucket
1234 N. Main St.
Melbourne, FL 32935

From: (your secretary)

Telephone Script for this particular post card campaign
Thank you for returning my call, (their name). My name is (Your Name). I’m an Vollara Manager in
Brevard County. I don't mean to be presumptuous, but frankly, I have an interesting career opportunity
for the right person. Have you ever pursued a career in Sales or Management?
_____ , I'd like to ask you 1 or 2 questions then I'll be glad to answer any questions you have ... if that's
OK with you.
ASK THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS & WRITE INFORMATION ON A SEPARATE SHEET:
Do you have a business or sales background?
Can you briefly tell me a little about it?
_______ , let me explain what this is all about. We're the Melbourne Sales Office for Vollara International. From this office we market and sell in Brevard County all the various products and services of
Vollara International. We handle high tech space certified air, water and body purification.
During the next few months, we want to add 1 or 2 sales representatives to our staff in this office. I'm
especially interested in finding an individual who has the potential of moving quickly into management. To locate some of the right people, I hired a consulting firm in New York. I asked them to identify individuals who have a background compatible with the requirements for success in this business.
Your name was among the names they gave me. That's how I got your name.
_______ , I am interested in your background. If what I described to you sounds like something you'd
like to explore further ... I'd like to meet with you for, maybe, 45 minutes or an hour ... find out a little
more about you ... tell you a little more about us ... we can then decide if there's any common ground to
pursue beyond that.
Can we schedule a meeting here at our office in Melbourne for sometime later this week?
-----------You could easily change this into developing Sales Leads by changing the RE: on the post card to
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something like - Your Water Treatment

Side One
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

$10.00
Savings
First Weeks Supply
▼
Proven
Safe
Natural
Herbal
Phen Phen
Equivalent

Now - Lose Weight Without Fad Diets
Exercise Gadgets, Drugs and Dangerous
Side Effects
*
*
*
*

Lose up to 5 lbs per week
Weekly costs as low as $12.95
Eat normally
Simple - Easy

For Details, Call Free
Recorded Message: (000) 000-000

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - SEE OTHER SIDE - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Side Two

$10 DISCOUNT, FIRST WEEK, GUARANTEED WEIGHT LOSS
Dear Friend,
I didn’t believe it at first either, but now I’ve used it and proven
it. There really is an all natural product that depresses hunger
and burns off body fat like magic. It’s not available in stores.
For free information, call (000) 000-0000 I can even guarantee
your weight loss or your money back.
“BEFORE” - 230 lbs
TRYING TO HIDE IT

Jill M.
Florida

“AFTER” - I LOST 95 LBS.
SO FAR

Although a true testimony, the above is for illustration purposes only. Something along these lines could be
an insert in an Val-Pak, or a ADVO mailing. A two-sided coupon in these kinds of co-ops can often be
mailed to 10,000 homes for $350 to $600, a dirt-cheap per-recipient costs. And there’s substantial research
and evidence that 80% or more of these mailings get opened and at least skimmed through. The trick is to
present a very compelling, lead generation offer. Your own testimony or that of someone you know would
provide even greater impact. The picture above is from Vollara/Infinity2 website where there are many testimonies concerning weight loss. Although weight loss and skin care are great door openers, Florida’s encounters with the recent hurricane’s has given us a blessing in disguise with our Air and Water Purifiers.
(Mold and Mildew is in the news media every other hour.)
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Tips on how to get a better response rate using Vollara’s CD/DVD as your
promotion.
Tip # 1. Always, always, always have your contact information on CD that leaves your office.
A small sticker label with your name, phone and email address looks very professional. When
your contact info is on the packaging and the CD it doesn’t matter whose hands it falls into ...
they will always know to contact you! MAC has an outstanding Label Sticker for this.

Tip # 2. If you’re sending the CD in the mail do not send brochures, flyers or any other documentation with the CD. It’s the curiosity of the one single item that gets your prospect’s attention and gets them to focus on your marketing piece. The same rule applies if you’re handing a
CD or tape to a prospect. Only give them the single marketing piece. No flyers, brochures or
other items to distract them.
Tip # 3. This tip is the single most important secret to truly becoming a prospecting super star
in Vollara. Anytime you mail or hand anyone a CD or tape make sure you have a confirmed
follow up date with them.
For example, here’s a script you would use …
You: “Jeff, this is ____, I need your help. A very intriguing business has come across
my desk recently. Quite honestly it’s gotten me excited. Jeff, I’d like to send you some of the
information and get your feedback and hopefully your help. What’s your address (or) Is your
address still __ ?”
After you’ve confirmed their address say:
You: “I’m sure you’ve got questions and I definitely want to give you answers, but it’s
the big picture that I want you to see. Not bits and pieces. That’s what’s in the CD I’m sending
you. I’m going to run this to the post office right now so you can get this right away. Jeff,
promise me this CD is not going to sit on your counter top ... that you’ll listen to it right away.
Will you? Great. So let’s talk __ (Tuesday).”
(Of course, if you’re personally handing the CD you won’t confirm their address and mention
the part about going to the post office.)
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Tip # 4 Here’s the most important part of this whole process …
After you have confirmed a date and time to follow up you’re going to put a sticky note on the
CD that says “Looking forward to your feedback on Tuesday at 10 am.” And that’s all you
write ... nothing more!
If you follow these four tips you will be amazed at the number of prospects that actually give
you the time of day to listen to your message and are available to talk when you call them back.
Now, a few last thoughts.
First, there is a golden rule in Vollara ….Promotion creates business ... though not necessarily
from that specific promotion alone. In other words, as long as you promote, you will get business from many different sources.
For example: I mail out 300 post cards. I don’t sponsor anyone directly from those cards. Yet, I
sponsor two people I meet while running errands. Statistics prove that if I promote a lot, for
example with postcards, I will get responses. Sometimes they just don’t come from where you
expect.
And my second point - regardless of the advertising medium you use, don’t measure your success by just your immediate responses. Any smart marketer knows that how you measure return on promotion investment is based on the “life of the customer.” NOT immediate return.
Get one leader from a MONTH or 6-MONTHS of promotion and it can pay you for the rest of
your life. People often ask me, how much money did you make your first year in Vollara - I tell
them, “I don’t know, I’m still earning it.”
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Reference:
Inside Solutions Monthly Newsletters - Issues
March 28, 2004 - Prospecting
April 30, 2004 - Prospecting II
May 29, 2004 - Prospecting III
June 29, 2004 - Prospecting IV
September 27, 2004 - Prospecting 5
June 29, 2005 - How To Find Prospects
Inside Solutions Leaders Only Letter
September 14, 2003 - Special Edition - (advertising)
November 9, 2003 - How to approach your warm market (no rejection)
May 26, 2004 - Ten Ways To Use Post Cards In Vollara
December 2004 - Recruiting For Fun And Profit
If you do not have any of these newsletters, let me know and I’ll either send you an email with
it attached or hard copy through the mail - your choice.

Other Important Pertinent Websites:
www.MyVollara.com/JamesClendenin
www.YourHighwayToSuccess.com
www.MoreVollara.com/
www.JamesClendenin.net
www.GoMacStore.com
http://goo.gl/W5IWxL - The Big Picture by JK Baker
http://goo.gl/yy1FcT - Vollara Intro 1
http://goo.gl/kgQ3uT - Vollara Intro 2
https://goo.gl/pjA9B2 - Vollara Intro 3
http://goo.gl/Dwsi4a - Healthy Home Showcase by Amy Martin and Hannah Jackson
(This is a video – so it will take a moment or two to download.)
www.JamesAndJenniferClendenin.com
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